
Emo� ons pour silently from the wound
Discarded and forgo� en
I speak no ill will
You believe the veil is s� ll snug over my eyes
You think I am a sheep
But I am a wolf
Your � me will come 
When my teeth are sharp I will sink them into you

War: Ship at Sea
My teeth remain dull
The juices of revenge taste ro� en
I call off  the hunt
I would rather have your empty love than couple with my hate
For I have too many months remaining far from home
Be� er false winds in my sail than a creeping calmness
To stay s� ll is to go mad in this barren brown ocean
I would rather sail towards rocky shipwreck shores
Than remain lost at sea

The war is not over, but my part is played
Finally, I arrive home
One ba� le behind me
The worst looms ahead

War: Siren’s Song
Our game of charades lasts for weeks
Wai� ng for your guilt to birth a confession
It seems you have aborted the ugly truth
The fuse is mine to light
I calmly tell you that I know what you did
You cry. Beg for forgiveness. Excuses toss and turn my humble boat.
I miss you. You are  nally in front of me again.
Yet further from me than ever
You drowned long ago
Your Siren’s song nearly drags me below
But I’m not fond of sailing anymore
So I’m heading for solid ground
To tether myself to something hard and true
Before braving the sea again

Awkward Love Poem
     Abby Edele

Your hair is much like graham crackers.
In color, not in taste.
But I’m not sure about taste, as
I have not licked your hair.

Your eyes have dark and maskéd depths.
They have secrets to tell.
But not too many big secrets,
Or I’d be suspicious.

Your scent’s that of a gentleman.
Which seems like an odd smell.
But it’s like top hats, brilliant books,
And quaint, wi� y remarks.

Your voice is deep like the sea’s depths.
That sounds rather corny,
But the sea’s heavy. Obscure. And
That, dear, is how you speak.

It’s hard to describe all the traits
You have that are so … so …
Indescribable … and so this is
My true, awkward a� empt.
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